Introduction
Industrial maintenance, which aims to ensure the proper functioning of production tools, is a strategic function in companies closely linked to the incessant technological development, the appearance of new management methods, to the necessity of reducing production costs, now it has not sole purpose of repairing work tool but also to anticipate and avoid dysfunction.
Maintenance is defined as a group of activities intended to maintaining or restoring a property in a state or in the given conditions of safety function to accomplish a required function [1] , the practice of maintenance is not limited only to the appreciation and traditional observation through the acceptance of a conventional maintenance, but for scientific rules or specifically non-random systems and behaviors based on simulations and modeling of diagnosis via:
 Essays, test, measurement and monitoring of parameters.  Analysis of behaviours by comparison and experimentation in simulation and modelling.  The use of digital commands and treatment with MAO. This gave birth to a variant, mastered maintenance and efficient one through technology to finally claim towards zero failure by predictive maintenance or conditional maintenance executed following the extrapolated forecast analysis and assessment of significant parameters of the degradation of the property [2] .
The aim is to act on the faulty element as close to its period of malfunctioning and also allows to follow degradation in the case of a variable life of an element all these actions are performed through the techniques of preventive conditional maintenance such as: oil analysis, thermograph and best known is the vibration analysis because it permit to detect the majority of defects that may appear in rotating machines [3] .
Vibration analysis is intended to ensure the safety of the installation by avoiding significant damage by triggering an alarm when the vibration level reached judged excessive values for the functioning or integrity of the latter.
Today, with the increase in reliability of the mechanical components it is more and more difficult to estimate reliability from tests taking into account only the failure, many components are degraded before you get to failure; these degradation measures contain very precious information on the reliability of the product then it is considered that the failure occurs when the degradation reaches a certain limit [4] , that's why we are interested by probability and statistical methods.
Statistical methods are now used in almost all sectors of human activity and are parts of the knowledge base of computer science, among the countless applications including in industry: the reliability of materials, analysis measurement results and planning, forecasting [5] .
So we can study the degradation phenomena by stochastic processes which represent a mathematical structure used to model different phenomena; stochastic models have been many articles recent decades especially the degradation models continues, the three most frequently studied models are the following: gamma process, Poisson compound, and the Brownian movement that this article will serve to define the Wiener processes and their application in predictive maintenance.
Wiener process or the Brownian movement is a mathematical description of the random motion of a large particle immersed in the fluid and is not subject to any other interaction shocks with small molecules of the surrounding fluid it results a very irregular movement of the large particle the phenomenon was observed for the first time by the English botanist Robert Brown in 1828 [6] , another interpretation was given in notes published between 1877-1880 "The Brownian movements would be in my way of looking at the phenomenon, the result of the calorific movements of molecular surrounding liquid" [7] .
During the 1920 period, Norbert Wiener was the first to give a mathematical definition of Brownian motion. He studied particularly the continuity of its trajectories that are nowhere differentiable (at any time the velocity of a particle cannot be defined because its direction changes are too fast), the movement permit to describe successfully the thermodynamic behavior gas (kinetic gas theory), and the diffusion phenomenon.
Methodology of work
This study aims to follow the degradation process of bearing of a pump and allows to evaluate the operating life limit well as the evolution over time of the status change.
In the most common conditions, a bearing well calculated and well used has a 90% chance to still be in service at the end of the expected lifetime, and 10% chance of being put out of use by chipping process that constitutes somehow the natural degradation mode.
Indeed, it is recommended to program vibratory measurements at different intervals of regular time called 'age class' or periodicity of measurement, the purpose of this work is to associate a mathematical model with the results obtained during a study on the monitoring of degradation of a bearing installed on a motor pump at the Skikda refinery (Algeria).
We execute a statistical test to the vibration measurements to summarize the information or the parameters on our sample (μ, σ, H0, α), with:
 μ is the average of the model;  σ is a standard deviation;  α the degree of risk (confidence interval);  H0 hypothesis tested by Kolmogorov adjustment. Then we determine this parameters of the probabilistic model and draw the two curves of the model and that of our test (model validation), finally the Wiener simulation process.
Presentation of model
The well-known process with independent increments is the Wiener process with a growing tendency; it describes increasing degradation trajectories on average. By against, it's still probable to distinguish degradation decreases over an interval that is not null [4] ; we will limit ourselves to the Wiener process with linear trend.
Y(t) is a Wiener process with linear trend, if t > 0.  Y(0) = almost surely.  Y is a process with independent increments.  Whatever t > 0 and h > 0, the increments is a normal law N(mh,σ 2 h). This increment was expressed as following:
The density of normal law is giving by:
for all t > 0,
, with E(.) the expectancy, Var(.) the variance and CV(.) the variation coefficient.
For n pieces, m degradation values are observed for each piece: 
In Wiener process it is possible that the level of degradation decreases from one moment to another [8] , [9] ; the evolution of degradation over time depending on the normal law, this degradation is shown by the following model:
Statistical analysis
This studyis achieved using a statistical software "Easy fit 5.4".This software allows to check whether the measures follow a normal distribution or not.
Below are the results of measurements of the evolution of vibration during the time. The measurements represent the effective value, also called RMS (the root mean square or the quadratic mean) of the values of each harmonic vibration, followed by the different figures that represent the probability functions. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov adjustment permit to test the H0 hypothesis that the observed data are generated by a theoretical probability law considered a suitable model here is the result of the test:
 follows a Normal distribution;  sample size = 30;  Statistics = 0.12901;  value of p = 0.65316. 
The global idea of this test is to compare the distribution of our data with theoretical distribution, the Fig. 1 is a graphical representation of the density function, the graph below in Fig. 2 represent the distribution function theoretical and measured; which serves to extract each values of the distribution function with the corresponding measurements values. 
Model validation
In this article we study the bearing degradation phenomenon using the Wiener process that can take in to account the negative increments wear caused by measurement errors.
Several studies show that theWiener process provides very good results from data generated by the Wiener process [4] .
Degradation processes are from trajectories of stochastic process with independentgrowth,when we replace the values of σ and μ which are respectively (the standard deviation, the average) the Wiener process characterizes increasing degradation on average this degradation follows the model interpreted in Eq. (5) so our model becomes as the following: tions and costs by the monitoring and surveillance this benefit provides a strong motivation for the use of the model for predicting failure. Track the progress of degradation of the bearings over time permit to model the phenomenon by the Wiener process, because degradation can be temporarily reduced by phenomena of improvement, the simulation by the Wiener process provides a good prediction.
Conclusion
This article discusses the interest of some degradation models and measurements in order to estimate the reliability of equipment, it is useful to follow the evolution of this process at different times to evaluate the state of health of the equipment and predict future evolution.
The statistical analysis methodology uses a stochastic process for the purpose of deal with the results of tests and will check the ability to model the continued deterioration of the bearings before overtaking the danger threshold because from it , bearings can be deteriorate at any time, if you want to model a phenomenon of degradation by a continuous process trajectory we chose the Brownian movement that allowed to define a model of predicted reliability therefore provide a good prediction of failures from test data, this model should also be able to help in the planning of predictive maintenance to prevent unexpected, All this provides a strong motivation for the use of the model for predicting failure.
